Werkstudent / Student worker

The Engineering department is looking for a highly-motivated mind who is willing to support the department in designing the ship’s cable network with its many interfaces and individual customers.

In particular, we are looking for a working student to support on the every-day challenges of our designers and engineers. At first supporting tasks to the department, but in-time more complex tasks may be awarded to the candidate.

Responsibilities:

- Creation of lists, specifications and templates for the cable network department
- Support on management reporting
- Support on cable purchasing (purchase requisitions, etc.)
- Data input and maintenance into the cable management tool
- Maintenance of device, cable data lists

Requirements

- Preferably, a naval architect student with an interest for electrical engineering or an electrical engineering student with an interest for ship-building
- Good German and English skills (spoken and written)
- Very good knowledge of Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint
- AutoCad, Visio are a bonus

General:

10-15 hours per week are expected, however individual arrangements considering the semesters can be agreed upon.

For more information about the opportunity, please contact Senior Manager Engineering, MES, Alexander Thomson

alexander.thomson@wartsila.com
+49 162 178 94 03